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Much of the forecast period is quiet as our focus is on unsettled weather later today into Saturday thanks to a transient low. For
now, expect a tame day with sun to start, followed by increasing clouds and possibly a few afternoon showers (mainly late) as
the disturbance approaches. Look for showers to peak this evening and again during the day tomorrow. While there's really no
clear break, it looks like the second wave of activity peaks near midday into part of the afternoon (including a few storms about)
and decreases in coverage late as the system pivots out. Certainly by evening, things quickly wind down. The remainder of the
holiday weekend is then quiet as temperatures moderate near seasonable.

HAZARD OVERVIEW
Hazard Fri Sat - Sun Description

Severe Weather None None

Flooding None Minimal Perhaps isolated poor drainage issues in urban spots tonight into
Saturday with a heavier shower or storm. Any issues stay localized

Coastal None Low High tide Midnight Sunday may reach 1' above normal, just prone
spots would be affected (see https://coast.noaa.gov/slr/ for details)

 

NEAR TERM FORECAST

Precip
Probability

Friday

Sun to start but clouds quickly move in through the morning. Maybe a stray shower arrives early
afternoon..otherwise main showers become a risk after 3 or 4 PM, increasing in coverage toward
evening.
45% chance for a Trace - 0.10" of Rain (Late day)
High 70 - 74 | S to SW winds 5 - 10 mph

Fri Night

Overcast as showers turn briefly widespread in the evening (could be a few embedded rumbles of
thunder). Showers then taper to patches of fog and drizzle overnight.
0.10 - 0.25" of Rain  (Locally higher in any downpour)
Low near 60 | Winds lighten and turn variably SE <5 mph

 

SHORT RANGE FORECAST

Saturday

Plenty cloudy with scattered showers and a few storms developing mid-late morning and continuing
through the day. Rain tapers back late in the afternoon.
0.10 - 0.30" of Rain  (Locally higher in any storm)
High around 65 | NE winds 5 - 15 mph

Sat Night A few leftover showers end before Midnight, then staying mostly cloudy.
Low around 50

Sunday Partly sunny.
High around 65

 

MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST

Monday Intervals of sun & clouds.
High around 70

Tuesday Decent amount of clouds around. Watching for perhaps a passing shower.
High around 70
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